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The pandemic has made
a case for healing
interiors. lt’s time to
create rituals and
spaces for self-care

WHAT: Find your inner ‘cosy’
WHY: You need balance
Isabel Gillies writer of ‘Cozy: The Art of
Arranging Yourself in the World’ says that
finding your cosy is the more than fireplaces and candles, it’s about “finding
the truth of who you are and then arranging yourself so that you feel better – even
for a moment. It’s more about what
makes you tick. Who do you love? Where
are you from? What paths have you travelled? Cosiness is in the particulars. What
will be cozy for you may not be for someone else.”
TIP: Find your happiest memory and ‘expecto patronum’ the blues away.

Nupur.Amarnath@timesgroup.com

E

ven as we start to reopen,
many of us are still focused on
making our homes as comfortable as possible. To weather
the pandemic, our homes have
become our sanctuary and interior decoration has been pushed to the forefront.
Recently, ‘The New York Times’ did a report on what people shopped for during
the pandemic and home décor, organisation furniture and kitchen
utensils and appliances
1. Organise your closet
topped the
and space for instant
list. People
decluttering of your mind
picked up
2. Add rugs for something
bread
cosy to place your feet on
3. Use aromatherapy candles makers,
cushion
and diffusers to detox
covers,
4. Paint a wall, if you can
throws,
5. Get a throw for all your
plants, book
chairs
shelves, and
comfortable
chairs as way of
self care. The key
is not look for refuge
from the storm but ‘in’

QUICK
FIXES

HYGGE
UP
your home

the storm.
Here are five
ways you can create a cosy space
in home and your mind...

WHAT: Create a corner
WHY: You need your space
Interior Instagrammer Ishita Sudha
Yashvi believes in the power of corners as
a way to uplift moods. She has a popular
hashtag running #themcorners that invites people to share how they created a
space that brings them joy.
TIP: A reading corner, a working table for
craft or just a bed to laze in – any corner
that fills you up with joy is worth creating.

Hygge (pronounced ‘hoo-guh’) means
“to give courage, comfort, joy”. It is
about slowing down and taking time
to enjoy what you are doing. It’s
characterised by warm lights, warm
drinks and warm conversations

WHAT: Make your own bed
WHY: For an organised start
Starting your day by tucking in the
corners and ironing out the sheets
and laying the pillows gives you
a sense of purpose for the day.
It’s a mental signal to get up and
get going. Also a well-made bed
can give you a sense
of control.
TIP: Don’t add too
many pillows,
throws and cushions.

WHAT: Get warm lights
WHY: It relaxes you

WHAT: Get some plants
WHY: Purify your home

As part of our natural circadian
rhythm, warm light seems to relax
us and help us wind down, and
get ready for sleep.
TIP: If you don’t want to
change your main lighting,
add lamps and switch
those on once the night falls.

By Payal Sagar

T

hey might not be the best
looking thing on earth but then
looks aren’t everything, right?
Root vegetables have long
been given the cold shoulder
because they have the reputation of
tasting earthy and even bitter. Not
anymore. Beets, parsnips, artichokes,
sweet potatoes and many more roots
and tubers grace modern day mains
thanks to their adaptable flavours and
wholesome properties. They can be
eaten raw, roasted, steamed or sautéed.

STAY GROUNDED

HOW PARENTS CAN HELP

Author and Life
Purpose Coach

riendship is wonderful, and
much ink has been spilled in
citing the virtues of having
good friends. But what if you never feel that support or compassion
and you develop a sense of being
disgruntled and dejected by your
friends. The classic signs of a toxic
friendship may make for excellent
TV, but they’re not as fun to watch
in real life. As a parent, have you
considered how toxic friendships
could have a damaging effect on
your child? Here are 9 warning signs
to watch out for:
JEALOUSY: If the friend is forever
jealous of your child’s possession
and achievements – and always bringing it up in con-

F

Speaking straight: Speaking straight
will help your child develop the
courage to leave a toxic friendship as
it will help nurture his/her confidence.
Teaching self-acceptance: When they
begin to accept who they are, they
will start setting boundaries.
Teaching self-esteem: Self-esteem
serves a motivational function by

versation that should up your antennae.
SELFISHNESS: If your child’s friend
is entitled or selfish that is a toxic
alert.
ISOLATION: If your child isolates himself, feels pressured, distrustful and
afraid of a friend, it is a
time to call that friendship out.
MANIPULATIVE: Toxic
people are all ‘I,

Ayurveda and macrobiotics maintain that
the way a food grows can affect us
greatly. Going by that logic, root veggies
— strongly rooted in the soil — are
believed to help us stay grounded. They
are especially healing and balancing for
the body in a state of stress. “Root
veggies were the primary diets of
hermits and yogis in ancient times,” tells
Aarti Gaur, an Ayurveda expert, adding,
“These veggies are dense, fulfilling, and
because they are good sources of
complex carbohydrates, they can often
replace grains or cereals.”
A still from ‘Mean
Girls’ – a classic case
of toxic friendships

ADAPTABLE NATURE
“The modern trend of going grain-free,
gluten-free or vegan has popularised
root vegetables even more, as they are
abundant sources of starches, carbs,
vitamins,
antioxidants
and
minerals,”
says Gaur.
“Plus,
they
tend to
be
lower in
calories
and work
brilliantly
for those
trying to
stay fit,”
says
Manjari
Chandra,
therapeutic
nutritionist.

FUN FACTS
SWEET POTATOES: Even though they’re
called “sweet,” they actually help stabilise blood sugar better
TURNIPS: Turnips are a member of the
cruciferous family of vegetables, so
they’re related to cancer-fighting veggies
like broccoli, cabbage, kale and Brussels
sprouts. High in calcium, magnesium and
potassium, they’re also heart-healthy food
BEETS: Super rich in energy, fibre, and
nitrates, beets make a good supplement
for athletes as they enhance endurance

Pallavi.Shankar@timesgroup.com

E

ven as Diwali is over, the spirit of
festivities is in the air and will
continue till the end of the year.
Or at least that was the norm till
2020 happened. This year, as we
all know, is different. So don’t judge
yourself for not being chirpy enough or
lacking in enthusiasm.

LISTEN TO YOURSELF
“Remember not to have unrealistic
expectations from yourself. If you don’t
much want to participate in virtual gettogethers and want to just laze around, do
that,” suggests psychiatrist Dr Sanjay
Chugh. You don’t have to do everything
with a glum face
because of FOMO or
social pressure.

Research shows that nature has a calming effect on our brain. While we may not
be stepping out, creating a green space
inside can actually add a sense of wellbeing to your space.
TIP: Tend to your plants daily for
the all-important nature connect.

signs that your
9
WARNING
Root
for
has a TOXIC friend…
CHILD
roots
Supriya.Sharma2@timesgroup.com

Does this season feel more like a
chore than fun? You are not
alone. Here’s how to cope...

DO THE
BASICS
Greet and wish
people

RELATIONSHIPS

HEALTH

Roots and tubers are
full of serotonin – the
happy hormone

HOW TO MANAGE
FESTIVE FATIGUE?

making the child more capable of
exploring his/her full potential.
Tell them to not be sentimental: Every
friendship, no matter how toxic it is,
has its good moments. Ask your child
not to romanticise their past.
Make a conscious effort to make new
friends: Ask your child to make a
conscious effort to integrate
communicating with new friends.

me, myself ’ and expect children
around them to comply with their
every wish and whim.
NARCISSISM: Grandiosity is the defining characteristic of narcissism. It
involves a pattern of arrogant thinking and behaviour, a lack of empathy and consideration and an excessive need for admiration.
OPINIONATED: It’s good to have opinions but not be overtly opinionated
and always make it about their own
opinion.
DEFENSIVENESS: They always protect
their flaws and image with everything they’ve got.
IMPOSING: They frequently use words
like “should” or “must.” They want
to dominate in any relationship because they see relationships as a
tool for getting what they want and
making themselves the centre of
attention.
NAME-CALLING: An easily identifiable trait of a toxic friend how
they speak to your child. Constant unprovoked criticism and
using unkind words is what
you should watch out for.

Supriya.Sharma2@timesgroup.com

Plan with an open mind: Make sure to check
the safety protocols of the destination you
plan to visit and chalk out a light, flexible
schedule that may change depending on the
level of safety.
Be responsible: Be aware of the negative
impacts your travel will bring about, and
also all the good your travel choices can
make. Research and choose a destination
which does not have the imprint of too
many tourists. Look for the perfect environment friendly hotel or retreat, make it a
point to check for their eco best practices
like what is their attitude towards garbage
and water conservation. Enjoy local
highlights, appreciate local crafts
and cuisine.
Don’t share food/cutlery: With the
highly transmissible nature of the
virus, it is best to avoid sharing cutlery and food with others
for safety.
Choose private vehicles: The
pandemic has raised some
major concerns regarding safety in public
transportation. So, opt
for private vehicles
rather than using public
transportation.

TRY TO BEGIN AGAIN
Famous people who
bounced back from failure

A

STEPHEN KING, writer

s a child, when you learn
to walk, it’s all about
stumbling and falling.
Everyone around you
encourages us to “begin
again” and keep trying. As we get
older, self-doubt, insecurity, or
ambivalence chip away on this very
fundamental rule for growth. The
world’s greatest minds have all
learnt to apply this lesson to
become successful.

MICHAEL JORDAN,
basketball legend
Did you know that Jordan was cut
from his high school basketball
team? This didn’t stop him. He said
in an interview once: “I have missed
more than 9,000 shots in my career.
I have lost almost 300 games. On 26
occasions I have been entrusted to
take the game winning shot, and I
missed. I have failed over and over

Facebook

King was broke and struggling
when he was first trying to write.
He received so many rejection
letters that he developed a system
for collecting them. In his book ‘On
Writing’, he recalls: “By the time I
was 14...the nail in my wall would
no longer support the weight of the
rejection slips impaled upon it. I
replaced the nail with a spike and
kept on writing.” He received 60
rejections before selling his first
short story, and soon “Carrie” set
him for the big league.

JIM CARREY, actor
When Carrey was 14 years old, his
father lost his job, and his family hit
rough times. Carrey started
working at age 10. At 16, he quit
school to focus on comedy full
time. He moved to LA shortly after,
where he would park on
Mulholland Drive every night and

visualise his success. One of these
nights he wrote himself a
cheque for $10 mn for
“Acting Services
Rendered,” which he
dated for Thanksgiving
1995. Just before that
date, he hit his
payday with
‘Dumb and
Dumber’. He
had said: “As Carrey visualised
his success
far as I can
tell, it’s just
about letting
the universe
know what you
want and then
working toward it
while letting go
of how it comes
to pass.”
Jordan was cut

from his school team

King braved over
60 rejections

Youtube

HOW TO COPE
You don’t have to do things this year how
you have been doing earlier. In fact, make
new plans to break the rut. “Plan a small
break with your family. Getting out of the
city for some fresh air and novelty of a new
place will bring some cheer in your life,”
says Chugh. He also emphasises the
importance of taking care of yourself to
overcome these temporary emotional
crises. “Excessive intake of sweets and
aerated beverages during festivities leads
to sugar crash and sadness after the
bingeing is over,” he adds. Nutritionist
Neelanjana Singh says: “Limit sugary
goodies and eat fresh seasonal food, stay
hydrated and get some sunlight (daily) to
feel positive.” Also, get enough sleep and
rest and watch your fave feel-good
movies to nourish your body and mind.

THE NEW TRAVEL
ETIQUETTE GUIDE

#GOALS

and over again in my life. And that
is why I succeed."

important
to you and
Eat healthy
help your parents
and stay
with décor and
hydrated to
food. But if you
feel positive
want to skip
cleaning and
reorganising every
nook and corner of your room,
respect your own wish and don’t push
yourself to do so just because your friends
and cousins are putting up pictures of
festival décor. Respecting your will is more
important than ever in pandemic life as
almost everyone has experienced loss of
some sort or the other. While coping with
loss or change, it’s crucial to pay heed to
your inner wishes.

EMILY BLUNT, actor

Before Blunt was a celebrated
actor, she could barely
carry a conversation as
she has a major stutter
in school. As she told ‘W
‘magazine, “I was a
smart kid, and had a
lot to say, but I just
couldn’t say it.”
But that all
changed when
one of her junior
high teachers
encouraged her
to try out for the
Blunt overcame
school play – totally
her stutter
unappealing for her.
But the teacher
kept pressing and
suggested she try
accents and character
voices to help get the
words out—and it
worked. By the end of
her teens, Blunt had
overcome her stutter
and went on to be a
successful actor
and producer.

instagram

Visit offbeat locations: Hot tourist spots
often attract crowds, jeopardising the safety
and health of tourists. The new normal calls
for visiting more offbeat locations to steer
clear of crowds and stay safe.
Choose open air spaces: As compared to
closed indoor settings that can increase the
risk of infection, it’s advisable to opt for
open air spaces. On the other hand, it’s safer
to order room service while dining at hotels
to avoid coming into contact with others.
Enjoy some fresh air! Avoid stuffy places
and seek spots with good air circulation.
Don’t skip sanitisation and masks: Ensure
you always wash/sanitise your hands and
use gloves. Also, never skip wearing a protective facemask when in public.
Begin the day with a health check:
Monitor your physical condition,
such as taking your temperature
every morning and seek medical assistance accordingly.
Select your souvenirs with your
eyes: It’s fun to choose souvenirs
while travelling, but to limit
exposure to germs, try not
to touch things unless you
are intent on buying
them.
— Inputs from Dharamveer
Singh Chouhan, Cofounder & CEO,
Zostel & Shoba Mohan,
founder, RARE India

LATEST BUZZWORDS
EXPLAINED
WHAT IS ASMR?

C

oined in 2010, the acronym ASMR means
autonomous sensory meridian response and it is a
relaxing, often sedative sensation that begins on
the scalp and moves down the body. It is also known as
“brain massage,” and can be triggered by placid sights
and sounds such as whispers, accents, and crackles. It’s a
pleasant sensation akin to a soft head massage or a light
tickling that can be triggered off by repetitive sounds, soft
voice overs and even repeat actions like soap shaving,
cleaning up videos, flowing resin or pouring colours. In
2016, YouTube made it into a bonafide trend with
ASMRtists like Heather Feather and Bob Ross garnering
lakhs of followers.
The pandemic has pushed the demand for ASMR as
people seek solace in these calming videos to manage
anxiety. Much remains unknown about ASMR or the
science behind it. And there’s also no
consensus scientific explanation for
what, exactly, is happening inside
the brain to cause such feelings.
ASMRtists claim that
during the pandemic
their following has
grown manifold
and people actually
reached out to
them to tell them
that they are
sleeping better
thanks to them.
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“Animals are such agreeable friends—they ask no questions; they pass no criticisms.”
George Eliot, English novelist

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2020

IMAGES: GETTY IMAGES, WIKIPEDIA

ision is probably the most important tool in the wild. The sense of vision has developed in countless different ways. It is virtually impossible to list animals according to their sense of vision, since all of them
have different types of vision. It would be unfair to rank the eyesight of an
eagle above a shark’s eyesight, because the two serve different purposes,
and have evolved into completely different designs. So there are different
animals that tick mark the best vision box. The animals with the best
eyesight are raptors or birds of prey such as eagles, hawks and falcons.
They can see up to 8 times more clearly than the sharpest human eye.
An eagle’s retina sports approximately 1 million sensory cells per
square millimetre – around five times what you’d find in a human
retina. The bird with the best night vision is the owl. Sharks have
the best underwater vision while snakes have the best thermal vision. The grazing animals such as horses, gazelles and zebras have
the best all-round view to remain vigilant at all times.

V

CHAMELEONS CHANGE
COLOUR TO BLEND INTO
THEIR SURROUNDINGS

HEY FOLKS! I AM EXPLORIA.
A LOT OF MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT
ANIMALS STEM FROM THEIR
PECULIAR TRAITS AND BEHAVIOURS.
BUT WHAT'S SURPRISING IS THAT
EVEN AFTER THE SCIENTIFIC
SCRUTINY, THESE FALLACIES STILL
FIND MAINSTREAM SUPPORT.
CHANCES ARE YOU’RE CLINGING TO A
FEW YOURSELF

ALL BATS
ARE VAMPIRES
o, all bats are not vampires.
This is a misconception enforced by popular culture.
Folklore linking bats and vampires
is particularly intriguing because
there are, in reality, only three out
of 1,240 species of bats that survive on the blood of birds and
mammals. Although it is very rare,
vampire bats can also feed on human blood. The three bat species
are the common vampire bat
(Desmodus rotundus), the hairylegged vampire bat (Diphylla ecaudata), and the white-winged vampire bat (Diaemus youngi). They
are mostly found in countries such
as Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Argentina. The rest of the bat species
live on insects or fruits.

N

WHALES SPRAY WATER OUT OF
THEIR BLOWHOLES
ontrary to what you may have seen in movies such
as ‘Finding Nemo’, whales don’t spray water out of
their blowholes or “noses.” All cetaceans (whales,
dolphins and porpoises) breathe only through their blowholes, which are situated on or near the top of the head.
Cetaceans cannot breathe through their mouths because
the trachea (air passage) and esophagus (food passage) are
completely separate. The trachea connects only to the blowhole. Blowholes are surrounded by muscles that keep the
hole closed when the whale or dolphin is under water and
open when the animal is at the surface and needs to breathe.
When the warm air is exhaled, it meets the cooler temperature of the air outside and condenses, making it look
like a sprout of water.

C

BIRDS ABANDON
THEIR CHICKS IF
HUMANS TOUCH THEM
his old wives’ tale has done
more good than harm. It’s
served as an effective deterrent for curious kids and
grownups from disturbing the
wild. According to folklore, birds
will abandon the eggs or young
ones if humans have so much as
laid a finger on eggs. The myth
states that the scent of human
hands will drive away mother bird
for good. But, birds have a poor
sense of smell. Plus, they are too
attached to the hatchlings and will
never abandon them because of
human scent.

T
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t’s only true for honeybees.
Also, it should be noted that
not all bees sting. Did you
know that males across species
cannot sting? The honey bee worker's stinger is barbed, and sticks
in human skin. When the bee tries
to escape after stinging, she is
doomed to tear away its abdomen
and die a painful death. Though it
should be noted that honeybees
can sting other larger insects with
ease. But, the stinger gets stuck in
the thick skin of humans and other mammals. Other bees, and
wasps have smoother stingers
that can sting multiple times.

o, they can’t do Exorciststyle 360 degrees rotations but can amazingly
rotate their necks a maximum of
270 degrees. If humans were to
attempt this feat it will lead to all
kinds of internal bleeding and
breakage. An owl head is connected to one socket pivot—a human has two—providing them
with extreme flexibility. But why
do owls have to swivel their
heads? It’s because their eyes are
tubular (like telescopes) rather
than spherical, which means they
have limited ability to move their
eyeballs. They have to rotate their
heads to compensate for the constrained eyeball mobility.

EAGLES AND HAWKS
HAVE THE BEST VISION

espite popular perceptions
chameleons don’t change
colour to blend into their surroundings at all. Yes, you read it right.
These multi-hued, quick-change
artistes switch colours to send a visual signal of mood and aggression,
territory and mating behaviour. They
also change colour based on surrounding temperature and light. Fun
fact: A chameleon's eyes are capable
of looking in two different directions
at once.

ALL BEES ONLY
STING ONCE AND
THEN THEY DIE

OWLS CAN DO A
360-DEGREE
HEAD SPIN

lthough ostriches have small heads compared to their huge bodies, it is common
sense that they wouldn’t be able to
breathe if they bury their heads in the sand. Ostriches dig huge holes in the sandy grounds to
use them as nests. They keep their eggs in these
holes. From time to time, they put their heads
into the holes momentarily in order to check on
the eggs and turn them with their beaks. From
a distance this appears like the huge birds are
actually burying their heads. It is surprising
that the myth originated from the notion that
ostriches are timid in nature and bury their
heads when they see danger around them. In reality, the birds are equipped with a couple of natural defences like extreme speed and huge size
that make them capable of facing any danger.

A

BULLS ARE ENRAGED BY THE COLOUR RED
panish matadors began using a small red cape, or muleta, in bullfighting around the 1700s. Ever since, it seems,
people have perpetuated the colour-charged myth that
red makes bulls go wild. It does not. Like all cattle, bulls
are colour-blind. To a bull’s eye, a red cape is a gray cape.
In order to elicit an aggressive charge response from the
bull, a matador has to aggressively wave the flag at the
bull. That is what irritates the bull and makes him charge,
not the colour of the cloth. That is why most bulls won’t
even charge at matadors unless they start to wave
their cape, which means this old myth can get
tossed right out of the ring.

S

CAMELS
STORE
WATER IN THEIR
HUMPS

OSTRICHES BURY THEIR
HEAD IN SAND

TURTLES DON'T FEEL PAIN THROUGH
THEIR SHELLS
o, they do. In fact, turtles can even die from infection if
their shells are damaged. A turtle’s shell is covered in
scutes that are made of keratin (the same protein substance that forms fingernails, hair and hooves). The inner layer of a turtle’s shell is made up of 60 bones, including their
backbone, breastbone and ribs. The turtles can feel what
comes in contact with their shells and they generally do not like when someone touches it.

N

amels’ large humps store fat,
not water, much like the fatty tissue found under human
skin. These reservoirs of fat allow camels to survive for days
in the desert sun without
stopping for food.

C

DONKEYS ARE STUPID AND FOOLISH
CHIMPANZEES ARE THE MOST
INTELLIGENT ANIMAL
t would not be scientifically accurate to name
just a single animal. All animals have shown
signs of intelligence. In terms of communication the Humpback Whale is believed to have the
most complex patterns of communication in the
world, and therefore believed to be one of the most
intelligent animals in the world. Elephants are also
considered to be remarkably intelligent because of
their incredible memory power. Some would argue
in favour of Chimpanzees as their DNA is 98.4%
similar to that of humans. So, the scientific community is still undecided on this question.

I

Facebook

onkeys are humans’ most dependable ‘beast of burden’ for
ages. Despite their selfless service to mankind they are
routinely derided and ridiculed. In fact, they have become
synonymous with ‘stupidity’. As early as sixth Century DC. scholar
Isidore spoke of it as “lazy and foolish” while Homer described it as
“tardus”. These misconceptions mainly stem from the obstinate nature
of the donkeys. But what we mistakenly view as stubbornness is actually self-preservation. If donkeys sense danger they plant their feet firmly on the ground, refusing to budge an inch no matter how hard the
handler pulls. They assess the situation before making any move, unlike horses, which get rattled at the slightest of provocation. Leanne
Proops at the University of Sussex in Brighton, UK, tested the learning
skills of horses, donkeys and mules in a bid to assess their cognitive
abilities. The donkeys and mules outperformed horses. They were more
accurate and faster problem solvers than horses.

Youtube
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I believe in everything until it’s disproved. So I believe in fairies, the
myths, dragons. It all exists, even if it’s in your mind. Who’s to say that
dreams and nightmares aren’t as real as the here and now?”

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2020

JOHN LENNON, singer
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of the Heifetz Prize.
In ‘Gone: A Girl, A
Violin, A Life Unstrung’ Kym shared
an honest account of
her childhood with
all the highs and pitfalls that come with
being a child prodigy.
One of the main
themes of the story is
of finding her perfect
partner — rare 1696
Stradivarius violin — only to have it
stolen away. For Kym, the experience
was so painful that she struggled with
her career before finally channelling her
grief into this poignant memoir.

A prodigy

WRITES
hy is it that we love
watching wunderkinds
and child prodigies in
action? Case in point,
‘The Queen’s Gambit’,
a web mini-series based on author Walter Tevis’s 1983 novel, that follows an orphan chess prodigy, Beth Harmon, during her quest to become the world’s greatest chess player. The series became a
quick hit as it gets chess right, and explores humanity’s collective obsession
with genius kids and their determined
pursuits. Here are a few books by geniuses that’ll satisfy your curiosity.

W

Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds,
and Hoaxes of the
Occult and
Supernatural by
James Randi

stage magician and escape artist, eventually calling himself ‘The Amazing
Randi’. As an escapologist he had held
two Guinness World Records: for beating Harry Houdini’s time for being
sealed in an underwater coffin (one
hour and 44 minutes), and for being encased in a block of ice for 55 minutes!
While he enjoyed amazing audiences
with his feats of escapology and sleight
of hand, Randi had no time for so-called
psychics and faith healers, exposing
numerous fraudsters with his knowledge of a magician’s tricks.
Randi wrote several books debunking
paranormal phenomena and other hoaxes, the most popular one being ‘Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes
of the Occult and Supernatural’ that Randi co-wrote with author Arthur C. Clarke,
in 1995. The book addresses topics like the abominable snowman, astrologer Jeane Dixon, and
the monster of Loch Ness. It also
exposes the cranks, charlatans
and myths of past and present.

Born Randall Zwinge in
Toronto, Canada, in 1928,
James Randi was a child
prodigy with an IQ of 168.
He was interested in magic from a young age. From
the 1940s, he worked as a

Gone: A Life Unstrung by
Min Kym
For professional musicians, the
instrument on which they play
is more than just a tool of the

SHALL WE TAKE A
MUSIC QUIZZ?
1. Which singer is a godmother to Elton John’s
two sons?
2. Who is the lead
singer of Pearl
Jam?
3. What was Elvis
Presley’s first hit?
4. Which Pink Floyd album
features a prism on the cover?
5. What instrument is used by
the indigenous people of Australia
to accompany ceremonial dancing and
singing?
6. Which Beatle band member had dyslexia?
7. Which American rapper originally went by
the name Lesane Parish Crooks?
8. What legendary US festival that hosted
over 350,000 fans took place in 1969?
9. Name any three of the bands that were
part of the "British Invasion' in the 1960s?
10. What style of music that emerged in
the 1970s featured themes of heavier
and louder music and antiestablishment lyrics?
ANSWERS
1 Lady Gaga; 2 Eddie Vedder; 3
Heartbreak Hotel in 1956; 4 Dark Side
Of The Moon’; 5 Didgeridoo;
6 John Lennon; 7 Tupac; 8 Woodstock;
9 The Rolling Stones, The Who, The
Beatles; 10 Punk rock
Thoughtcatalogue.com,
thepeoplehistory.com

FICTION
The Curious Incident
of the Dog in the
Night-Time by Mark
Haddon: A gifted
genius — with a penchant for rules that
make up his carefully-constructive universe— learns to
deal with the death of a dog.
Artemis Fowl by
Eoin Colfer: The protagonist, Artemis
Fowl is a millionaire,
genius, and a criminal mastermind who
takes on the dangerous world of
fairies. And he’s 12.

trade. It can also be a muse, a partner
and a voice. And losing one can be a
traumatic experience as child prodigy. Author Min Kym discovered.
Born in South Korea and raised in
UK, she started playing the violin at the
age of 6, and won her first competition
at 11. At 16, she became the youngest
ever foundation scholar at the Royal College of Music; at 27, the first recipient

As you go for Barack Obama’s latest biography ‘A Promised
Land’, get your kids interested in this genre with these
books...
1. Reaching for the Moon by Buzz Aldrin:
Astronaut Buzz Aldrin’s journey to the moon
didn’t begin when he stepped on to Apollo 11
in July 1969. It began with his
childhood dreams.
2. Levi Strauss Gets a Bright
Idea: A Fairly Fabricated Story
of a Pair of Pants by Tony
Johnston: A loose, tall-tale
account, “stretched to
near popping”, of how
Levi Strauss came to be
credited with creating
the blue jeans that still

DREW BARRYMORE
The American actor appeared for
commercials since she was 11 months old,
and at the age of 7, landed the role of
Gertie in ‘E.T. The Extra Terrestrial’, which
got her worldwide fame. Her early and
late teens were problematic as an
addiction patient in and out of
rehab. But she got her act
together as an adult and has
been one of the most
dependable and
sought-after actor
90s onwards.
She starred in
hit films like
‘Never Been
Kissed’, ‘50 First
Dates’, ‘Charlie's
Angels’ and many
more.

Tani Adewumi, a 9-year-old homeless
Nigerian refugee, won the 2019 New York
state chess championship after playing
the game for only a year. Now, he is pursuing his dream of becoming a grandmaster. In this memoir, the 10-year-old
chess champion writes about how he and
his family fled Boko Haram’s reign of
terror in Nigeria and came to New York.
While waiting to be granted religious
asylum, his family lived in a New York
City homeless shelter.
When Tani began attending school,
his classmates were unaware that he
and his family had no home. Tani asked
his parents if he could join the chess
programme at school, which required
a fee, and at that it seemed unlikely.
But his mother wrote to the coach, who
offered Tani a scholarship. And the rest
became history as Tani went on to win
the 2019 New York state chess
championship.
In this simple
memoir, Adewumi offers hope,
saying, “I felt I
should write a
book because people can learn from
what happened to
me and my family,
and what God did,
and they can get
inspired.”

HOW TO PICK A BOOK
FOR A CHILD?
We found the answer in
some author’s quotes
“Make it a rule never to give a child a
book you would not read yourself.
– George Bernard Shaw
“Classic (is often) a book
which people praise and
don’t read. (Make sure
your children do).”
– Mark Twain

bear his name.
3. Eleanor by Barbara Cooney: A children’s picture book
biography of Eleanor Roosevelt’s childhood that describes
her as a shy girl who goes on to do great
things.
4. Grandfather’s Journey by Allen Say: This
tale about Say’s grandfather is of one man’s
love for two countries and his constant
desire to be in both places – Japan and the
United States.
5. Boys of Steel: The Creators of Superman
by Marc Nobleman: Written by Nobleman
and illustrated by Ross MacDonald, this is
the first picture book biography of
Superman creators Jerry Siegel and Joe
Shuster, and is the first-ever stand-alone
biography of the pair.

KRISTEN
STEWART
Born and raised in
Los Angeles to an
American father and
Australian mother, both of
whom work in show business,
Stewart was first noticed at 12
for her role as the daughter of
Jodie Foster’s character in
‘Panic Room’. The
film earned her a
Young Artist Award
nomination. She then
starred in ‘Speak’,
‘Catch That Kid’,
‘Zathura: A Space
Adventure’. Stewart gained
stardom as the character Bella
in the Twilight series. Since then she has
earned critical acclaim for films like ‘The
Runaways’, ‘Clouds of Sils Maria’ and
‘Welcome to the Rileys’. She received
Bafta and Cesar awards, and was
nominated in many more.

trapped in the centre of the earth!

MOANA (2016)

Young Miguel dreams
of becoming a great
musician but there’s a
problem. His family
has a generations-oldban on music! But
why? Miguel must
travel to the Land of
The Dead to solve the
mystery and sing to his heart’s content.

MADAGASCAR (2005)

Moana, daughter of chief Tui, breaks
cultural stereotypes of her tribe to go on a
journey in order to return the heart of
goddess, after the plants and the fish on
her island start dying after a blight.

Longing to roam free, Marty, the zebra
from Central Park Zoo, escapes. A botched
rescue attempt by his companions, Alex,
the content lion; Melman, the skittish
giraffe, and Gloria, the resolute hippo, find
themselves in crates and off to
Madagascar!

JUMANJI (1995)
While exploring an old
mansion, the siblings Peter
(Bradley Pierce) and Judy
Shepherd (Kirsten Dunst) find
a curious, jungle-themed
game called Jumanji in the
attic. When they start playing,
all hell breaks loose: giant
bugs, ill-mannered monkeys
and even stampeding rhinos!

Facebook

CHRISTIAN BALE
Bale’s mother was a circus performer and his father, a
talent manager. Since Steven Spielberg cast him
1987’s ‘Empire of the Sun’, Bale has gone from
strength to strength. From critical acclaim (‘The
Machinist’, ‘Ford vs Ferrari’) to commercial
success (The Batman trilogy) Bale has done it all.
He has one Academy Award and two Golden
Globes award among many more.

LEONARDO DI CAPRIO
Leonardo DiCaprio was around 15 when he held
his own against a tyrannical Robert De
Niro in ‘This Boy’s Life’, and as a
differently-abled boy, along with
Johnny Depp, in ‘What’s Eating
Gilbert Grape’. He then became an
extremely successful
young adult actor
with films like
‘Romeo + Juliet’
and ‘Titanic’. He
won an
Academy
Award for ‘The
Revenant’, one
among his
innumerable
awards
including
Golden Globes,
Bafta, Critics Choice,
Teen Choice awards
and more.

“If you don’t like to read, you haven’t
found the right book.”
– J.K. Rowling
“A great book should leave
you with many experiences,
and slightly exhausted
at the end. You live
several lives while
reading.”
– William Styron
“It is a good rule after
reading a new book,
never to allow
yourself another
new one till you
have read an old one
in between.”
– C.S. Lewis

COCO (2017)

Adapted from the classic science fiction
novel by author Jules Verne, this
adaptation has Brendan Fraser embarking
on a quest to find out what happened to his
missing brother… till he finds himself

Spotted by a modelling representative at a pizza parlour when she
was 11, Israeli-American actor Portman got the role of an
assassin’s apprentice in 1994’s ‘The Professional’. Portman, who
uses a stage name to protect her family from
media glare, took a break from acting after
that to study psychology at Harvard. She
received the Best Actress Oscar playing a
ballerina going through a complete mental
breakdown in ‘Black Swan’.

5 BIOGRAPHIES TO GET YOUR KIDS STARTED

You may not be able to travel this year, but you can let good stories carry
you wherever you want to go… Give these films a try

JOURNEY TO THE
CENTER OF THE WORLD
(2008)

NATALIE PORTMAN

My Name Is Tani . . . and I
Believe in Miracles by Tani
Adewumi

A still from ‘The Queen’s Gambit’

Nitya.Shukla@timesgroup.com

5 CHILD ACTORS RULING AS
ADULT ACTORS

THE POLAR EXPRESS
(2004)

Based on CS Lewis’ famous book series,
this first film begins with Lucy and
her siblings finding a magical
wardrobe that takes them on a
journey to a mystical place
called Narnia.

HAPPY FEET
(2006)
This movie is about the world of
Emperor Penguins, who find
their soulmates through songs.
Then there is one penguin who
just cannot sing. But he can
dance, and how!

Sources EW.com and others

8 BELOW
(2006)

THE SECRET LIFE OF
PETS (2016)

This American survival
drama film is about a
group of sled dogs left
behind in a remote part of
Antartica when a
devastating storm
hits; and the effort of
one man to get rescue his dogs
when all transport and communication
is cut off.

Max, a spoiled terrier, is aghast when
his owner adopts Duke, a giant dog.
Jealous, he ends up in a truck that’s
going nowhere good. Till they are
rescued by Snowball, the rabbit.
And adventure
begins.

On Christmas Eve, a boy boards the
mysterious train that waits for him:
The Polar Express. He goes onboard
in a magical journey learning about
bravery, magic and the spirit of
Christmas.

THE CHRONICLES
OF NARNIA
(2005)

Youtube

instagram

Whatsapp
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“Achievements on the golf course are not what matters, decency and
honesty are what matter.”

SIMPLY SPORTS
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2020

Photo: GETTYIMAGES

TIGER WOODS

MADE
EASY
If you are a beginner, golf may seem too complicated to even try. The lingo used on and off the course
doesn’t help either. However, learning golf terminology will help you pick up the sport faster. We have
compiled a list of the most commonly-used terms to make you a pro

KO JIN-YOUNG

OTHER TERMS
GOLF IS A
CROSS-COUNTRY GAME

WHAT IS A PAR?
A BIRDIE? A BOGEY?

A player strikes a small ball
with various clubs from a
series of starting points
(teeing grounds) into a series
of holes on a course. The
player who holes his ball in
the fewest strokes wins.

PROFESSIONAL GOLF
COURSES HAVE 18 HOLES
Each course is unique in size,
terrain and shape. Each hole
on any course is unique too.
The hole is basically a cup
that is inserted into the
ground. Sometimes, a flagstick
is stuck into the hole, so that
the player can see the hole
from a distance.

THE TEE AREA IS WHERE
PLAY BEGINS
It has a defined size and shape
that is a two club-length deep
rectangle measured from the
tee-markers you are playing
your round from. You can
stand outside the teeing area
as long as your ball is within
the teeing area.
Fairway: The fairway is the
best place for you to hit your
ball (and in turn, then hit your
next shot). It’s the part of a
golf course between a tee and
the corresponding green,
where the grass is kept short
which makes it easier to hit
the ball.
Green: The green is where the
hole is located. When
players hit the ball onto
the green, they use a
putter to roll the ball
into the hole. Greens
can vary widely in
shape and size, but
are most commonly oval
or oblong
in shape.

WHAT DOES ‘ALBATROSS’
MEAN IN GOLF?
One of the best golf terms
around, “albatross” refers to
when a player uses three
fewer strokes on a hole than
the par for that hole. There
are only two ways to make an
“albatross”. First, you can
hit your second shot in the
hole on a par 5. Second, you
can make a hole-in-one on a
par 4.

All three of these golf terms
refer to scoring.
“Par” represents the number
of strokes an expert golfer is
expected to make on the hole
or course. Every golf hole has a
“par” assigned to it. Most
holes are either a par 3, par 4,
or par 5. On a par 4, an expert
golfer is expected to take 4
strokes to get his ball in the
hole. If you make a 4 on a par
4, you have just tallied a “par”.
“Birdie” and “bogey” are simple once you understand the
concept of par. A player makes
a “birdie” when he uses one
fewer strokes than the par of
the hole. If a player needs one
stroke more than par to finish
a hole, he makes a “bogey.” So,
if you finish a par 4 with only 3
strokes, you make a “birdie”,
but if you take 5 strokes to
complete a par 4, you make a
“bogey”.

PUTT: Any shot taken by a OVER CLUBBING: Using a
putter when you are on
club that will hit the ball
the green.
farther than necessary.
DRIVE: Used to describe a AWAY: Refers to the ball
golfer’s first stroke from that lies farthest from
the tee box on every hole. the cup when two or
APPROACH:The shot taken more golfers are playby a player from the fair- ing. The player farthest away typically
way to the green.
hits first.
BANK SHOT: A shot where
DUFF: A bad
a steep slope is used to
shot.
manipulate the direction
or speed of the ball.

A GOLF BALL WEIGH
APPROXIMATELY
45 GRAMS
Made of various
materials, the ball has
round indentations called
dimples. These reduce drag
and ensure a steady flight.

A PLAYER IS ALLOWED
A MAXIMUM OF 14 CLUBS
IN A GOLF BAG

WHAT IS HAZARD?
A course may include water
hazards – lakes and rivers,
man-made hazards – bunkers,
and natural hazards – trees or
thick vegetation.

The standard 12 clubs in
many golf bags include three
woods, eight irons and a putter. The last two clubs would
depend on the player’s preference and play needs.
Iron: Metal clubs numbered
one to nine. Lower the number, the longer the distance
the ball will travel.
Wood: Clubs used to hit the
ball the furthest, usually
from tee shot. These clubs
used to have wooden heads,
hence the name.

WHAT DOES ‘FORE’
MEAN IN GOLF?
“Fore” is what golfers yell
when their golf ball is
flying dangerously close to
another player.

Sand wedge: A heavily angled
club used in the sand bunker.

MAJOR TOURNAMENTS
FOR WOMEN

MAJOR TOURNAMENTS
FOR MEN

Five tournaments are designated as majors in women’s golf:
1. ANA Inspiration (USA)

The men’s major golf championships, also
known simply as the majors, are the four
most prestigious events in professional golf:

2. U.S. Women’s Open (USA)

1. Masters Tournament (USA)

3. Women’s PGA
Championship (USA)

2. U.S. Open (USA)

4. Women’s British Open (GB)

4. PGA Championship (USA)

3. The Open Championship (GB)

5. Evian Championship
(France)

Top players - Men
Tiger Woods, Rory McIlroy,
Dustin Johnson, Brooks Koepka,
Jordan Spieth, Justin Rose and
Justin Thomas
Top players - Women
Ko Jin-young, Nelly Korda,
Sung Hyun Park, Nasa Hataoka,
Danielle Kang and Lexi Thompson

Top Indian players - Men
Anirban Lahiri, Shubhankar Sharma,
Jeev Milkha Singh, Jyoti Randhawa,
Shiv Kapur, Arjun Atwal and
Shiv Chawrasia
Top Indian players - Women
Aditi Ashok, Diksha Dagar,
Sharmila Nicollet, Smriti
Mehra and Vani Kapoor

NELLY KORDA

TIGER WOODS
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